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Enzyme-responsive protein/polysaccharide
supramolecular nanoparticles†
Xiao-Fang Hou, Yong Chen and Yu Liu*
Biocompatible and enzyme-responsive supramolecular assemblies have attracted more and more interest
in biomaterial ﬁelds, and ﬁnd many feasible applications especially in the controlled drug release at speciﬁc
sites where the target enzyme is located. In this work, novel supramolecular nanoparticles were successfully
constructed from two biocompatible materials, i.e. a cyclic polysaccharide named sulfato-b-cyclodextrin
(SCD) and a protein named protamine, through non-covalent association, and fully characterized by
means of atomic force microscopy (AFM) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
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Signiﬁcantly, the disassembly of the resulting nanoparticles can respond especially to trypsin over other
enzymes. Owing to their trypsin-triggered disassembly behaviors, these nanoparticles can eﬃciently
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release the encapsulated model substrate in a controlled manner. That is, the model substrate can be
encapsulated inside the nanoparticles with a high stability and released when treated with trypsin.

Introduction
Stimuli-responsive assemblies have become an extraordinarily
fascinating topic in recent years due to their prospective use in
the elds of chemistry, biology, and materials science.1 The
stimuli that make the assemblies practically operational
include pH, temperature, light, magnetic elds, redox, ionic
strength, enzymes and so on.2 Among them, the enzymeresponsive approach has attracted more and more interest in
the construction of functional biomaterials, especially the targeted drug delivery system, for the following reasons: (1)
enzymes play essential roles in most biochemical processes,
and the enzyme-based approach exhibits excellent biocompatibility; (2) the targeted delivery of therapeutics to the enzymeoverexpressed sites through enzyme-based recognition is highly
selective and eﬃcient.3 On the other hand, compared with
traditional amphiphiles, supra-amphiphiles, which are constructed through non-covalent interactions or dynamic covalent
bonds, are easy to prepare and tunably responsive to various
external stimuli.4 Therefore, one can believe that the combination of a supra-amphiphile strategy and an enzyme-responsive
approach will provide new access to the design of smart and
eﬃcient carriers for biologically important matter. Recently,
water-soluble macrocyclic compounds, such as cyclodextrins,
sulfonatocalixarenes, pillars, and cucurbiturils, have been
widely employed in building bioactive supramolecular assemblies including supra-amphiphiles.5 Liu et al. constructed a
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series of supramolecular vesicles and micelles based on the
complexation of p-sulfonatocalix[4]arene with cationic guest
molecules as a delivery system of Alzheimer's disease drug or
antipsychotic drug chlorpromazine.6 Zhang et al. reported a
series of cucurbituril-based water-soluble supramolecular
polymers constructed via noncovalent interactions.7 Scherman,
Nau and co-workers developed several cucurbituril-based
molecular containers and drug carriers via host–guest
complexation and their applications in biomedical elds.8
Wang et al. reported a multistimuli-responsive supramolecular
vesicle based on water-soluble pillar[6]arene and its controlled
drug release.9 Li et al. reported a periodic three-dimensional
supramolecular organic framework through the co-assembly of
a tetratopic molecular block and cucurbit[8]uril as a supramolecular ‘ion sponge’ to absorb diﬀerent kinds of anionic guests
including drugs.10
More recently, we constructed a serine protease trypsinresponsive supramolecular vesicle from sulfonatocalixarenes
and natural cationic protein protamine and investigated its
serine protease trypsin-responsive controllable-release properties.11 In this system, trypsin can convert protamine to amino
acids and peptides with unparalleled specicity upon progressive cleavage of peptide bonds in the protein, leading to the
disruption of the vesicle and the release of the drug at sites
where trypsin is overexpressed. Following this idea, we
construct herein a new trypsin-responsive protein/polysaccharide supramolecular assembly (protamine/SCD) from
sulfato-b-cyclodextrin (SCD) and protamine (Scheme 1). The
inherent advantages of using SCD and protamine as building
blocks are (1) as compared with sulfonatocalixarenes, cyclodextrins (CDs), a series of cyclic polysaccharides mainly containing 6–8 glucose units linked by a-1,4 glucosidic bonds, are
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of protamine/SCD supramolecular
nanoparticles.

water-soluble, nontoxic, and commercially available at low
cost,12 and more importantly, can include various inorganic/
organic/biological molecules and ions in their hydrophobic
cavity with high size/shape selectivity both in aqueous solution
and in the solid state to construct nanostructured functional
and bioactive materials;13 (2) the negative charge density of SCD
is much higher than that of sulfonatocalix[4]arene, which will
lead to higher induced aggregation eﬃciency to cationic protamine; (3) protamine is a biocompatible natural protein with
promising biological functions including binding DNA and
providing a highly compact conguration of chromatin in the
nucleus of the sperm and can be used as an excipient in insulin
formulations;14 (4) the polycationic structure of protamine can
induce the supramolecular assembly of polyanionic SCD; (5) the
enzyme trypsin can cleave protamine to amino acids and
peptides with unparalleled specicity, leading to the enzymeresponsive disassembly of protamine/SCD nanoparticles. It is
our special interest to develop a feasible strategy for producing
new biocompatible supramolecular assemblies employing
biocompatible materials, such as proteins and polysaccharides,
as building blocks and biocompatible external stimuli, such as
enzyme reactions, as the controlling method.

Results and discussion
Construction of supramolecular nanoparticles
As a natural cationic protein where nearly 67% of amino acid
residues are positively charged, protamine is unable to form an
amphiphilic self-assembly independently due to its high
hydrophilicity. Excitingly, a simple mixture of SCD with protamine in aqueous solution shows the obvious Tyndall eﬀect,
indicating the formation of large aggregates in solution
(Fig. S1†). In the control experiment, none of the free SCD, free
protamine, or a mixture of SCD with arginine, the main
composition of protamine, exhibited Tyndall eﬀects under the
same conditions.
The critical aggregation concentration (CAC) of SCD in the
presence of protamine was measured by monitoring the
dependence of the optical transmittance changes with
increasing SCD concentration (Fig. 1). As seen from Fig. 1, the
optical transmittance at 450 nm gradually decreased with the
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(a) Optical transmittance of aqueous solutions containing
protamine (50 mg mL1) and SCD at diﬀerent concentrations at 25  C.
(b) Dependence of optical transmittance at 450 nm versus the
concentration of SCD.
Fig. 1

addition of SCD, indicating the formation of aggregates in
solution. In addition, an inection point at 0.016 mM was
observed on the plot of optical transmittance at 450 nm versus
the concentration of SCD, referring to a complexation-induced
CAC value of SCD as 0.016 mM in the presence of protamine. In
the control experiments, the optical transmittance at 450 nm
showed no appreciable changes by using arginine instead of
protamine, while SCD showed no tendency of self-aggregation,
under the same conditions (see ESI Fig. S3†).
Moreover, the preferable mixing ratio between SCD and
protamine was also determined. By gradually adding protamine
to a SCD solution at a xed concentration of 0.027 mM, the
optical transmittance of protamine/SCD solution at 450 nm
decreased rapidly and then gradually increased thereaer to a
quasi-plateau, and the minimum was reached at a concentration of protamine as 20 mg mL1. The rapid decrease of optical
transmittance indicated that a large aggregate was formed
between protamine and SCD. Then, the addition of an excess
amount of protamine led to the formation of a simple inclusion
complex accompanied by the disassembly of the aggregate,
resulting in the decrease of turbidity. This result means that the
preferable mixing ratio for the formation of the protamine/SCD
aggregate is 20 mg mL1 protamine/0.027 mM SCD. Control
experiments also show that, when replacing protamine by
arginine, the resultant arginine/SCD solution presented no
optical transmittance changes on increasing the arginine
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showed many spherical particles with a diameter of 100–200 nm
and an average height of ca. 11.6 nm. Since SCD exists as a
mixture of CDs randomly substituted by sulfonate groups with an
average degree of substitution of 9, the resultant protamine/SCD
nanoparticles are inhomogeneous to some extent. In addition, a
comparison on the size of the protamine/SCD assembly with that
of the protamine/p-sulfonatocalixarene assembly showed that,
when the same amount of protamine was used, the resultant
protamine/SCD assembly (diameter 100–160 nm by TEM, 190 nm
by DLS) was more compact than the protamine/p-sulfonatocalixarene assembly (diameter 250 nm by TEM, 395 nm by DLS).11 This
indicated that SCD with higher negative charge density gave
higher induced aggregation eﬃciency to cationic protamine than
p-sulfonatocalixarene. Zeta potential measurements gave an
average zeta potential of the protamine/SCD assembly as +4.94
mV, indicating that the nanoparticles still have the capability of
associating anionic substrates (see ESI Fig. S4†).
Enzyme-responsive disassembly of the protamine/SCD
assembly
The disassembly of the protamine/SCD assembly induced by
trypsin was monitored by optical transmittance and TEM. When

Fig. 2 (a) Optical transmittance of aqueous solutions of protamine at
diﬀerent concentrations in the presence of SCD (0.027 mM) at 25  C.
(b) Dependence of optical transmittance at 450 nm on the protamine
concentration in the presence of SCD (0.027 mM).

concentration, indicating that the polycationic structure of
protamine is an important factor leading to the protamine/SCD
assembly (Fig. 2).
Dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta potential, atomic force
microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
gave the structural and morphological information of the protamine/SCD assembly. The DLS results illustrated the existence of
large aggregates of protamine/SCD with an average diameter of ca.
190 nm, accompanied by a narrow size distribution (Fig. 3a). It is
well documented that the b-CD cavity could strongly bind the
adamantyl group.15 Therefore, the addition of an excess amount of
1-adamantanol to a solution of SCD could lead to the formation of
the SCD/1-adamantanol inclusion complex in situ. When using
this SCD/1-adamantanol inclusion complex instead of SCD in
constructing the nanoparticles, the resultant protamine/SCD/1adamantanol nanoparticles had a similar size (diameter 200
measured by DLS, Fig. S2†) to that of protamine/SCD nanoparticles (diameter 190 measured by DLS). Other control experiments showed that none of the free SCD, free protamine, a mixture
of SCD with arginine, or a mixture of the SCD/1-adamantanol
inclusion complex with arginine could form the nanoparticles.
These jointly demonstrated that the electrostatic interactions
between the polyanionic SCD and the polycationic protamine
played an important role in the formation of nanoparticles.
The TEM image (Fig. 3b) shows a number of spherical particles
with a diameter of 100–160 nm. The AFM image (Fig. 3c) also
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(a) DLS data, (b) TEM image, and (c) AFM image of the protamine/SCD assembly ([SCD] ¼ 0.027 mM, [protamine] ¼ 20 mg mL1).

Fig. 3
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adding trypsin to a solution of the protamine/SCD assembly, the
relatively low optical transmittance (82%) of the protamine/SCD
assembly at 450 nm increases to 94% aer 5 h (Fig. 4a), indicating the disappearance of the large aggregate. In addition, no
spherical aggregates can be observed in TEM images aer
treating the protamine/SCD assembly with trypsin (Fig. 4b).
Owing to the protection of the enveloping SCDs, the disassembly rate of the protamine/SCD assembly with trypsin is
much slower than the hydrolysis rate of free protamine.
Without trypsin, the protamine/SCD assembly is found to be
very stable at room temperature, giving no appreciable changes
of optical transmittance, turbidity or Tyndall eﬀect even aer
6 h (see ESI Fig. S5†).
To further investigate the crucial role of trypsin in the
enzyme-triggered disassembly of protamine/SCD, the same
amount of denatured trypsin (treated in boiling water for 1 h)
was added to the protamine/SCD solution under the same
conditions, giving no appreciable changes of optical transmittance, turbidity or Tyndall eﬀect (see ESI Fig. S6†). This
phenomenon clearly indicates that the disassembly of the
protamine/SCD assembly mainly results from the cleavage of
peptide bonds in the protein by trypsin, but not the introduction of a competitive polycation. In addition, some other
enzymes including glucose oxide (GOX) and butyrylcholinesterase (BChE) are employed to investigate the specicity of trypsin in the disassembly. As shown in Fig. S7,† with
the addition of GOX or BChE, the protamine/SCD solution
showed no appreciable changes of optical transmittance (at

(a) Optical transmittance of the protamine/SCD assembly
before and after the addition of trypsin in water. (b) TEM image of the
protamine/SCD assembly after the addition of trypsin. [SCD] ¼
0.027 mM, [protamine] ¼ 20 mg mL1, and [trypsin] ¼ 0.2 mg mL1.

Fig. 4
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450 nm), turbidity or Tyndall eﬀect density, demonstrating that
this enzyme-responsive assembly exhibits a high specicity
towards trypsin.

Substrate loading and trypsin-triggered release
It is reasonable to expect that the trypsin-responsive disassembly can trigger a concomitant release of substrates sequestered within the interior of nanoparticles. In the substrate
loading experiments, the trisodium salt of 8-hydroxypyrene1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS) was selected as a model molecule,
because the negatively charged HPTS was reported to be unable
to form any assembly with protamine.12 Aer loading free HPTS
to the protamine/SCD assembly, the uorescence intensity of
HPTS quenched by 63% (Fig. S9†), indicating that the location
of HPTS is in the interior of the protamine/SCD assembly.
Moreover, aer the anionic dye HPTS was loaded, the zeta
potential of the nanoparticles decreased to +1.23 mV (Fig. S8†).
In addition, uorescence titration and NMR studies showed
that the cavity of SCD barely included HPTS. Therefore, we
deduced that HPTS should be encapsulated by the nanoparticles mainly through the electrostatic interactions between
the positively charged nanoparticles and the anionic substrates.
The release behaviors of HPTS with and without the addition of
trypsin were investigated by means of uorescence emission
spectroscopy. As shown in Fig. S7† and 5, without trypsin, a very
low release of entrapped HPTS was observed over a period of 5
h, indicating that the protamine/SCD assembly is highly stable
toward leakage at room temperature in aqueous medium.
However, the release rate was signicantly enhanced when the
protamine/SCD assembly was treated with trypsin, and more
than 80% HPTS was released in 5 h, owing to the trypsin-triggered disassembly. In addition, nearly no HPTS release could be
observed when treating the protamine/SCD assembly with other
enzymes such as GOX or BChE. These phenomena imply that
the present system is conceptually applicable as a controllable
release model. That is, the assembly can encapsulate substrates,

Release of HPTS entrapped in the protamine/SCD assembly
with and without trypsin, as well as with BChE. [SCD] ¼ 0.027 mM,
[protamine] ¼ 20 mg mL1, [trypsin] ¼ 0.2 mg mL1, [HPTS] ¼ 0.01 mM,
and [BChE] ¼ 0.5 U mL1.
Fig. 5
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such as drugs, inside and release them at the sites where trypsin
is over expressed.
Interestingly, when aniline was selected as a model
substrate, the uorescence intensity of aniline obviously
decreased with the addition of protamine/SCD nanoparticles,
which is consistent with the uorescence behavior of aniline in
the presence of SCD (Fig. S10†). The control experiment showed
that either the change of ionic strength or the addition of a
simple sulfonate anion could not decrease the uorescence
intensity of aniline under the same conditions. Therefore, the
decreased uorescence of aniline with the addition of protamine/SCD nanoparticles may be attributed to the inclusion of
aniline by the SCD cavities in the nanoparticles, which consequently demonstrated the capability of SCD cavities in the
nanoparticles for including model substrates. On this basis,
further studies on the drug delivery system cooperatively
utilizing SCD/drug inclusion complexation and assembly/
substrate electrostatic interactions are in progress.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we successfully constructed supramolecular
nanoparticles employing biocompatible protamine and polysaccharide as building blocks and the biocompatible enzymeresponsive approach as the controlling method. The resultant
nanoparticles could be used as an enzyme-triggered controllable release model capable of site-specic response, which is
reasonably expected to present the capability to increase the
drug delivery eﬃciency and minimize the undesired side
eﬀects.

Experimental section
Materials
Protamine sulfate salt from salmon, trypsin from pancreas,
BChE (from equine serum, 246 U mg1), and trisodium salt of 8hydroxypyrene-1,3,6-trisulfonic acid (HPTS) were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich. Sulfatocyclodextrin (SCD) was purchased
from Shandong Binzhou Zhiyuan Bio-Technology Co (the
average degree of substitution is 9). Glucose oxidase (GOx) was
purchased from Aladdin. Arginine was purchased from Bio
Basic Inc. All of these were used without further purication.
1-Adamantanol and aniline were bought from the Guangfu
chemical reagents company.
UV/Vis spectroscopy
UV/Vis spectra and the optical transmittance were recorded in a
quartz cell (light path 10 mm) on a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer equipped with a PTC-348WI temperature
controller.
Fluorescence spectroscopy
Steady-state uorescence spectra were recorded in a conventional quartz cell (light path 10 mm) on a Varian Cary Eclipse
equipped with a Varian Cary single-cell Peltier accessory to
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control the temperature (lex ¼ 339.0 nm, bandwidth (ex) 2.5 nm,
bandwidth (em) 5.0 nm).
TEM experiments
High-resolution TEM images were acquired using a Tecnai 20
high-resolution transmission electron microscope operating at
an accelerating voltage of 200 keV. The sample for high-resolution TEM measurements was prepared by dropping the
solution onto a copper grid, and the grid was then air-dried.
AFM experiments
The samples for AFM were analysed using a multi-mode IIIa
AFM (Veeco Metrology, USA) in a tapping mode in air at room
temperature. 2.7  105 M sample solutions were dropped onto
newly clipped mica and then air-dried.
DLS measurements and zeta potential measurements
The sample solution for DLS measurements was prepared by
ltering the solution through a 450 nm Millipore lter into a
clean scintillation vial. The samples were examined on a laser
light scattering spectrometer (BI-200SM) equipped with a digital
correlator (TurboCorr) at 636 nm at a scattering angle of 90 .
The zeta potential was measured using a ZetaPALS + BI-90
instrument (Brookhaven Co. USA).
HPTS-loaded nanoparticles
HPTS-loaded nanoparticles were prepared as follows: a certain
amount of HPTS was added to a solution containing protamine
and SCD, and then water was added until the volume of the
solution reached 5 mL. The ultimate concentrations of HPTS,
protamine, and SCD for HPTS-loaded nanoparticles in uorescence spectroscopy and controlled-release experiments were
0.01 mM, 20 mg mL1, and 0.027 mM, respectively. One hour
later, the prepared HPTS-loaded nanoparticles were puried by
dialysis (molecular weight cut-oﬀ ¼ 3500) in distilled water
several times until the water outside the dialysis tube exhibited
negligible HPTS uorescence.
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